FALL PREVIEW DAY
College of Engineering Open House
FALL 2017
Saturday, Oct 21st
9am – 12pm

Visit us at: http://engineering.sjsu.edu
or e-mail your questions: engineering@sjsu.edu

CONNECT WITH US!
@SJSUEngineering
Department Presentations
10am & 11am

Aerospace Engineering
Room 164
- Aerodynamics & Propulsion Lab | Room 107
- Space Systems Engineering | Room 236

Aviation
Industrial Studies Building | Room 133
Technology
Engineering Building | Room 103
- Flight Simulation Lab | Room 133, Industrial Studies Building
- Adv. Manufacturing Systems Lab | Room 101, Engineering Building

Biomedical Engineering
Room 339
- BME Research Lab | Room 221

Chemical Engineering
Room 333
- Bioprocess Engineering Lab | Room 109
- Microscale Transport Engineering Lab | Room 201
- Vascular Mechanobiology Lab | Room 203

Materials Engineering
Room 340
- Materials Processing | Room 105
- Materials Characterization | Room 223
- Materials Processing & Microscopy | Room 231
- Additive Manufacturing | Room 235

Civil & Environmental Engineering
Room 150
- Hydraulics Lab | Room 150

Computer & Software Engineering
Room 325 @ 10am ONLY
- Showcase and Collaboration Lab | Room 487

Electrical Engineering
Room 376
- Student Projects Lab | Room 376

Industrial & Systems Engineering
Room 194
- Manufacturing Information Systems | Room 194
- Lean & Data Analytics Lab | Room 486
- Human Factors Lab | Room 494

Mechanical Engineering
Room 341 @ 10am ONLY
- Hybrid Powered Vehicles Lab | Room 117 with SJSU-hybrid powered vehicles demo

General Engineering
Room 393
- Engineering 10 Lab | Room 393

Open Labs & Demos
9am – 12pm
- Aerospace Engineering, Room 164
- Aviation, Industrial Studies Building, Room 133
- Biomedical Engineering, Room 339
- Chemical Engineering, Room 333
- Materials Engineering, Room 340
- Civil & Environmental Engineering, Room 150
- Computer & Software Engineering, Room 325
- Electrical Engineering, Room 376
- Industrial & Systems Engineering, Room 194
- Mechanical Engineering, Room 341
- General Engineering, Room 393

College of Engineering Overview
9am – 10am & 10am – 11am
Engineering | Room 331

MESA Engineering Program & Diversity Groups
9am – 12pm
Engineering | Room 366

Building Tours
9am – 12pm (ongoing)
Engineering | Lobby